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Lower bounds for the cardinatity of maximal and of maximum independent sets in 
hypergraphs are obtained from two diffextx t definitions of the degrees of the vertices. 
A hypergruph H = (X, &) consists of a finite set X of n elements cal- 
iegt wertk~$ together with a family e = (E’, j E J) of M non empty sub- 
sets af X called edges. The section hypergraph of W Induced by a set 
B c X is ‘I he hypergraph HA23 = (II, C El ), where C, =: {lEj : j E J, Ej C B)? 
I 9’ndqendent set A of H is a set of vertices of H such that no edge 
with IEjI > 2 is contaked in A. Let s4 denote the set of all indepen- 
dent sets of II. A is a maximal independent &!t of H if there is no 
44% such that A CC A’. A is a maximum irrdependent set of H if 
IAl > IA’1 for all A’ E .d . The indeperzdence number a(Hj of 
1 Fsr comvemiemce, we do not assume the union of t ges 0fH ~reqpectively M 
c - (iE+ - 1). 
j=l 
independent set of H, to each vertex xi of B = 
an edge Eii which contains xi and ([E” ,I - 1) 
1 
ecause of the ordlerkg of the edges of H, 
here the desired result folows. 
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= (X, & ) be a hypergruph, let f = max( 1, nninE .E ( 
md It demte the smallest artd largest A-degrfedof’ 
For graphs, f = 1 and the preceding bound slightly improves a result r?f 
Zamkiewioz [ 71. 
Let H = (A’, C‘) bu a hlyergraph the vertices of which /iare 
such that do 2 di(.q) 3 . . . 3 d&r,) with I ix&red 
vertices; let p be the smakst iri teger such that 
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